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INTRODUCTION
Jefferson County is committed to improving transportation safety to reduce the risk of death and serious injury
that result from events on our rural transportation system. This plan is the first of its kind for the County’s
Public Works department. It tells the current story of transportation safety risk factors and strategies for our
County. Implementation of the strategies will improve transportation safety for the County residents and its
visitors. As part of an ongoing effort to make safety improvements, a Local Road Safety Plan was developed with
input from several safety partners and the WSDOT.
In the past 5 years, collisions have shown a downward trend. If out of our control events were removed from
the data set, the County might have minimal traffic safety problems. Eliminating DUIs, wildlife avoidance,
medical events, suicides and blatant disregard for the law, the County would have a handful of crash events to
examine. Transportation safety is a shared responsibility with the driver, vehicle manufacturers and the
providers of the road. However, the major purpose of this plan is to show how the County Public Works
department, with help from safety partners, can reduce the severity of collisions. By implementing appropriate
countermeasures, a severe event is reduced into a property damage only crash.
FIG. 1: Example of a non-serious crash. A Seattle Car Club organized
event visits the Coyle Peninsula. An inexperienced driver disobeys
speed limit laws and walks away from the crash. How do we
prepare for inevitable risky driver behavior to reduce severity?

FIG 2.: Property Damage Only (PDO) vs. Serious & Fatal (S&F)
Crashes
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Rural roads are being nationally recognized for transportation needs based on per capita analysis. More
vehicle-to-vehicle collisions occur on rural County roads than in urbanized areas. This seems counter intuitive to
the rural landscape with less average daily traffic (ADT), but the data prevails and speaks to run off the road or
lane departure crashes as the number one category of serious injury and fatal collisions in rural counties.
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FIG 3.: Department of Health dashboard incorporated health indicators such as built environment, economy,
education, housing, disease or premature death, mobility/access to services and crash history. The DOH
produces a ranked index from 1 Low to 10 High by census district for every health indicator. Crash history is
determinant of health for a region. Jefferson County is mostly ranked 10 High in the census districts with fewer
inhabitants. A high ranking requires attention to lower collisions and reduce crash rates. Port Townsend and
other urbanized areas are mapped on the opposite spectrum. Other rural counties are notably the same high
(10) ranking for the most serious injury and fatal crash rate per 100,000 people.

BACKGROUND
The County road inventory consists of 395.85 miles of County roads, with most roadways being local rural access
roads. There are also 35 County owned bridges. Road design standards are based on a roadway’s function and
use as determined by the Federal Functional Classification (FFC) system, average daily traffic (ADT) and speed.
There are numerous County Roads that are classified as rural local access roads and function as collectors. They
provide access to commercial and industrial developments and to dense residential neighborhoods. Generally,
roads classified as rural local access are not eligible for grant funding. Since only limited local road funds are
available, improvements to these roads are not typically funded and local road conditions prevail regardless of
increasing ADT.
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Jefferson County has been continuously certified to manage FHWA federally funded projects by WSDOT Local
Programs. The County is lead agency for the selection and distribution of STBG funds to eligible projects. The
County is an active member of the Peninsula RTPO where transportation safety is highly regarded. Most recently,
STBG-TA funds were distributed to member agencies. All of the selected projects were safety related.
All roadways, multi-modal pathways, culverts and bridge projects are ranked for inclusion in the annual Six-Year
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). As funding becomes available, applicable projects are submitted to
the Regional TIP and State TIP. Annually, the County resurfaces approximately 19 miles of 2-lane undivided roads
and re-stripes approximately 200 miles.

MISSION, VISION & GOALS
Our mission in the Public Works Department is to provide products and services that enhance the quality of life
in Jefferson County.

The vision of this plan is to increase the mobility of the residents and visitors of Jefferson County without
increasing the risk of not returning home.

The goal of this plan is to reduce lane departures on roads classified as collectors.
This plan’s measure of success is the continued downward trend in future years of both serious injury and
non-injury collisions. An additional measure of success is the ratio of serious injury collisions that should be no
more than 50% of property damage only collisions.
FIG 4.: County data plots a Target Zero Vision, “business as usual” could precipitate in reaching Target Zero (y axis
= 0) by 2040.
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Is Zero Achievable?
New injury data released first quarter 2021 by the National Safety Council shows a deeply troubling trend of
less safety on our roads and more need than ever for change. Nationwide estimates show that traffic deaths
increased 8% in 2020 over the prior year - a 13-year high. The rate of traffic deaths increased by 24% in 2020
over the prior year – a 96 year high. Fewer people were driving because of the pandemic, however those that
drove did so less safely. How is Target Zero achievable when trends are inconsistent from year to year?
Target Zero is a systemic approach with an aspirational goal. It pre-determines that no lives should be lost on
the road, all accidents are preventable and no one approach is the correct solution. With safety partners and
investment, a shift in transportation safety culture is achievable. Why wait until 2040 to accomplish the
vision? This plan will discuss emphasis areas which outlines measurable goals and strategies.

SAFETY PARTNERS
The work of preparing a Target Zero plan and aspiring to a Target Zero Goal is only possible with avid safety
partners. The heavy lifters are the Washington Traffic Safety Commission (WTSC) Region 1 Task Force. The
members represent the combined effort of education, enforcement and engineering. WTSC funds the task force
and emphasis campaigns including the public relations materials. Missing from the list below is Jefferson County’s
only incorporated area. The City of Port Townsend is interested in a Local Road Safety Plan in the near future.
List of partners:
• WTSC Region 1 Target Zero Task Force
• School Transportation Directors
• Public Health Educators/Wellness Committees
• Sheriff Department
• State Patrol
• Fire District
• Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe
• Jefferson Transit Authority
• Citizen groups related to school zones and home owner associations
• Bicycle riding advocacy groups
• WSDOT Olympic Region Traffic Engineers
• State Legislative Representatives
• District Court Judges

PROCESS and EFFORT TO MAINTAIN SAFE ROADS
The County has a clear and definite downward trend of total crashes and crashes per category; property
damage only, serious injury and fatalities. How has this five-year record been accomplished without a Local
Road Safety Plan? The essential elements of a Traffic Safety Plan are accomplished over time. Here is the
aggregate of an organized effort that makes the collective traffic safety process.
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The County has a designated Public Works Accident Investigator to prepare event reports starting with a site
visit. He corrects state patrol work, and collaborates with Sheriff to submit data to the state clearinghouse. He
prepares a report to the County Engineer with recommendation to increase safety on a case by case basis.
Safety gaps have been improved with this process. Edgelines, speed studies, signage and increased law
enforcement coordination has been the outcome of his recommendations.
The County hired a highly skilled sign maker with strong expertise in the MUTCD. He consistently makes
recommendations to improve signage, collaborates with the accident investigator and keeps up to date on
changing regulations.
The County Road Superintendent has overhauled the ice/snow control plan and has increased field-tested
inventory control. Road Log Inventory is being actively proofed and improved by road crew. He has invested in
Automated Flagger Assistance Devices (AFADs) and portable changeable message signs (PCMSs) for
construction safety.
School Districts and Health District Educators continue to work with parent groups and transportation directors
to increase safety in a 1-mile radius of schools. The movement to increase walking and biking has brought
awareness of safe routes to schools.
CRAB MOBILITY software program will merge road inventory data with crash data to find the systemic approach
to similar road segments with like traits. It performs as an indicator rather than a solution.
WSDOT Traffic Data group prepare customized data sets to analyze County road intersections with State
Highways within 200-feet of an approach. Data has to be individually reviewed to understand the point of
origin from County road.
Citizen groups draw attention to near miss activity and the aging population in Jefferson County, the highest
population of over 65 years old persons in the state.
Regular speed studies and County Engineer endorsed traffic investigations and reviews; Model Traffic
Ordinance guides changes to speed limits, and enforcement priorities.
A culture shift in department project development to design non-motorized linkages for all ages and bike riding
acumen. The annual Six-year Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is a reliable indicator of the County’s
commitment to investing in non-motorized facilities.

EXISTING ACTIVITIES
The County has led and participated in many activities, programs, and policies that have enhanced transportation
safety. The existing activities have been beneficial and should continue to be implemented for the foreseeable
future. They consist of the following:

•

Install Guardrail and Traverse Rumble strips at appropriate intersections

•

Build separated multi-use pathways

•

Build sidewalks and install RRFB signals within one-mile school zones

•

Flashing beacons over high crash count intersections

•

Install chevrons on horizontal curves

•

Install illumination standards, leased from the PUD, where appropriate
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•

Support the distribution of STBG funds with Transit Capital projects, (reduce VMT)

•

Support the Sheriff Department with PCMS placement

•

Speed Limit Reduction Public Hearings prior to action

•

Pavement Marking Policy - Annual reapplication of pavement marking paint (centerlines, foglines, stop
bars, crosswalks, recessed raised pavement markings, etc.)

•

Purchased a reflectometer for improved sign maintenance

•

Representation on WTSC Region 1 task force

•

Map collisions in six-year periods

•

Initiate a pilot ice detection / weather monitoring system

•

Improved snow and ice control through pre-treatment of pavement with liquid de-icer and salts

•

Pavement Surface Monitoring and Rating System – determines the Annual BST program

•

Roadside vegetation control

DATA ANALYSIS and SUMMARY
The WSDOT provides the best available crash data in 5-year and 10-year periods. The WSDOT provides it
electronically per request to eligible public agencies. The data arrives approximately April 1 for the close of the
previous year. The County received its WSDOT Crash History Data set on April 1, 2020 and then again in March
2021 with only slight variations accountable to interpretation of incident reports. The County creates its own
crash history data on an annual basis. Typically, it has been vetted, tested for accuracy and analyzed by June of
the following year. The County produces detailed maps with its ESRI ArcINFO system. Mapping full-size posters
with overlays of ADT, posted Speed Limits, FFC and then applying a kernel density cloud provides a hands-on
experience to the three categories of injury; property damage only, injury and fatal. The County data collection
does not distinguish between minor and serious injury. Local Road Safety Plans in pursuit of FHWA HSIP funds
should analyze only serious injury and fatal crash data. This data analysis uses both County and WSDOT data to
tell the story.
In 2020, the County incorporated more variables than ADT, posted speed and FFC into an ESRI ArcINFO
storyboard to create a multi-user dashboard. The County collision data was exclusively used and extends into
2020. All the variables with reliable consistency were applied to the dashboard. Wildlife and farm animal
avoidance is a future opportunity to capture. The County has a higher than average risk factor for “wildlife”
encounters. Unfortunately, the County data requires additional work to reach a reliable conclusion. In the near
future, the dashboard could be ready for public access
The dashboard has been instrumental to test the conclusions or exclusions of the WSDOT Crash Data. With the
systemic approach, the road inventory needs to be analyzed and reduced down to a predictive model of the
next possible events based on roadway characteristics. The starting point for the data analysis is to see where
the County is worse than its peers or the Statewide statistics. The counties west of the Cascade mountain are
Jefferson County’s peer for the sake of available WSDOT data. The analysis looks at all categories where the
County is higher than the regional average. Next, we drill down to defining the circumstances of the top
category of collisions, which is Hitting a Fixed Object. Then we analyze another category of crash data,
posted speed of the roads where most of the serious and fatal (S&F) collisions occur. Is there an over
representation for the County compared to the region? Yes, there is an above regional average percentage of
collisions as total crashes in 40, 50 and 55MPH roads. Roads with posted maximum speed limits of 50MPH
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are more likely to have S&F collisions partially because there are more miles of 50MPH. If 50MPH and 55MPH
roads are combined, these rural minor and major collectors represent 53.13 miles or a disproportionate 39%
of collisions of all rural minor and major collectors (136.31 miles).
FIG 5.: Road Inventory in FFC terms

Functional Classification Miles
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Some safety countermeasures are more appropriate to apply to rural minor and major collectors when Average
Daily Traffic (ADT) is approximately 1,000 vehicles or above. FHWA Safety Engineers recommend this
discernment when studying FHWA proven safety countermeasures. It’s not a determinate but rather a general
method to focus improvements where there is the most traffic. Applying state crash data, the County’s traffic
dashboard, five County focus roads came into view.

FIVE FOCUS ROADS
•

Cape George

•

Anderson Lake

•

Center

•

Oak Bay

•

Paradise Bay

As demonstrated by 5-year crash data, 54 total S&F crashes occurred on these five roads with 51 crashes were
serious injuries and 3 crashes were fatal. Of special note, two of these five roads were identified in the
Jamestown S’Klallam Tribal Local Road Safety Plan and therefore Anderson Lake Road and Oak Bay Roads
appear on the federal tribal inventory (or NTTFI).
When we adapt to the last category of posted speed, 40MPH, a few more valid opportunities rise to increase
visibility of warning signs on local roads for a total of 68.85 miles. More will be discussed about high visibility
signage in the Emphasis Areas section. Countermeasures are strategies to reduce the severity of collisions
based on measurable goals.
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CHARTS and GRAPHS
Jefferson County Crash Type Higher Occurence than Regional Average,
2015-2019, by % Serious Inj-Fatals
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Type of Fixed Object in Serious & Fatal Collisions, 2015-2019
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Maximum Speed Limit at Crash Sites, 2015-2019
for higher occurence than regional average
Serious Injury and Fatal Crashes Only
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Intersection Related Crashes, 2015-2019
by Severity
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2021-2026* Projected Expenditures
by Category of TIP Projects
Permanent
Repairs &
Mitigation
$132,919
0.5%

Roads &
Intersections
$3,170,608
12.0%

Non-Motorized
$11,576,679
43.6%

Culvert Correction &
Bridges
$10,506,456
39.6%

Total TIP* Project Funding (27 projects) = $26,525,362
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MAPS of SEVERE CRASH LOCATIONS and SPEED LIMITS
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CRASH DATA SUMMARY (WSDOT data, 2015 to 2019)
Paved Rural
Collectors
23 Crashes

•Major
•Minor

Road
Departures
20 Crashes

•Horizontal Curve
•Straight & Level

With Higher
•50 MPH
Posted Speeds
•55 MPH
16 Crashes

FIG. 6: Falling asleep at the wheel, 8:30AM, daylight, dry conditions on a horizontal curve.
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Screen Shots (Figures) from Traffic Dashboard 2015 to June 2020 (County data)
Red dot = fatality
Yellow dot = Serious Injury

Collectors, Higher Posted Speeds, ADT > 1,000
Eastern Jefferson County

FIG 7: Center and Paradise Bay Roads
FIG 6: Cape George, Anderson Lake, Center and Oak Bay Roads

Upper Hoh Road – major collector, Western Jefferson County
FIG 8: Upper Hoh Road is not a focus road because FHWA-WFL/CRAB-RAP project will complete safety
upgrades as part of future 12-mile preservation and safety project. 5-year crash history occurred at lower
35MPH posted segments
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EMPHASIS AREAS
Emphasis Area 1: Analyze Data to effectively Prioritize Safety Improvements
The integration of accurate data from reliable sources is essential for traffic analysis and plotting target zero
trends. The County has comparatively a small number of collisions annually and may need to consistently expand
from a five-year data analysis. The arrival of the new County Road Administration Board (CRAB) GIS-MO road
inventory software may take time and effort to realize the full capacity of its features. The County reports
differently for injury collisions. The severity of injury as defined by MMUCC-5 th edition is not employed. There
could be additional data from Jefferson Health Care (JHC), as recommended by National Safety Council, that could
determine consistent hospital visits within a thirty-day period from the event. The integration of plans, policies
and procedures may clarify the needs and priority of certain safety improvements.
Goal: build reliable data inventories and support priorities with policies, procedures and adopted plans.
Strategies:
a) implement GIS-MO
b) cross-reference accident reports with PW, Sheriff, and JHC
c) maintain up-to-date plans and policies
Emphasis Area 2: Reduce opposite direction crashes
A type of lane departure collision, opposite direction crashes can occur with distraction, intoxication, wildlife
avoidance and drowsiness. On a rural undivided road, these types of collisions can result in the most serious
injuries involving multiple parties. When speeds are higher, the combined energy of a two vehicle crash can be
fatal. Jefferson County had a higher than average percentage of head-on collisions when compared to peer
counties and the state.
Goal: reduce the number of vehicles crossing the centerline
Strategies:
a) install centerline recessed mumble strips
b) install recessed raised pavement markers (RRPM)
Emphasis Area 3: Reduce vehicles leaving the roadway
The largest number of collisions in the County are lane departures entering the clear zone and hitting a fixed
object. If the roadway features can keep vehicles from leaving the lane or over-compensating, the collision may
not occur.
Goal: reduce the number of vehicles crossing the edgeline
Strategies:
a) install highly reflective curve warning signs on horizontal curves
b) install edgeline mumble strips
c) install high visibility warning signs
d) install highly reflective sign post wraps
e) install guardrail reflective delineation
f) winterize the roads with pre-treatment de-icer, gravel and minerals with best available
knowledge and weather prediction tools.
Emphasis Area 4: Minimize the consequences of Lane Departures
Once the vehicle has left the road from any causation or risk factor, the severity of the collision can be reduced
with countermeasures. Western rural Washington (west of Cascades) is known for lane departures and hitting
fixed objects. The County has a disproportionate amount of lane departure collisions with serious injuries.
Goal: reduce fixed object collisions
Strategies:
a) specify Safety Edge™ treatment in overlay HMA projects
b) install guardrail
c) increase clear zone area by 4-feet.
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Emphasis Area 5: Prevent Vulnerable Non-Motorized Users from vehicle conflicts
The County has been proactive in connecting communities and providing safe routes to schools with nonmotorized projects. The few bicycle-vehicle conflicts have occurred on state highways in urbanized corridors. We
have also seen documented in Sheriff reports distracted or vulnerable drivers mis-judging the shoulder space and
creating a near miss, (the bike lost). State Route 20 is inherently difficult for novice bicycle riders to use. The
limited or no shoulder requires sharing the lane with regional traffic. The Olympic Discovery Trail and Larry Scott
Trail and Rick Tollefson Trail compensates for the lack of state facilities for non-motorized road users. These
transportation facilities have been designed, constructed and maintained by the County.
Goal: Keep bicycle riders and walkers in their own dedicated space and warn drivers of crossings
Strategies:
a) construct safe routes to schools within a 2-mile radius of campus
b) construct missing regional trail segments for the Olympic Discovery and Rick Tollefson Trails
c) install illumination at intersections with trail heads
d) upgrade existing trail crossings with crosswalks and/or pedestrian activated Blinkersigns™

HOMAGE TO INTERSECTIONS
The County has an intersection with poor horizontal and vertical geometry at South Discovery Bay/South Jacob
Miller Roads near the City of Port Townsend and State Highway 20 which receives a periodic Intersection Control
Evaluation (ICE) to determine the timing of warranted stop signs or other intersection controls. The recent traffic
engineer recommendation (see appendices) supports the current 2-way controls and flashing beacon. Over the
past ten years, incremental safety improvements have been applied. However, until the sight distance and
alignment is improved, this intersection will continue to be analyzed due to its grade and skewed geometry. The
County has several other skewed approach intersections. A systemic approach could be applied to study compact
roundabouts at specific non-standard intersections. In 2 years, the South Jacob Miller – South Discovery Road
intersection will be studied again for scoping a compact roundabout and applying for grant funds. Two to three
other skewed intersections on rural minor collectors or roads connecting to a state highway could be included
such as Eaglemount and Cape George Roads.

FIG 9: Traffic Safety Dashboard (county data), pop-up reports related to the only (2) S&F collisions in the recent 5year period. A total of three intersection collisions for the system analysis period. Two-thirds of the collisions
occurred at this location with poor line of sight issues.
In summary, the County has very few intersection crashes compared to other jurisdictions. The ratio of 11percent crashes will be reviewed every two years to determine if more intersections need to be part of a systemic
approach to analyzing intersection controls and compact roundabout alternative options.
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FIG 10: 11.1% vs. 85.2% for Jefferson County
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MONITORING and PLAN UPDATES
The goals of the safety plan will be re-evaluated every two years consistent with a plan update for WSDOT HSIP
application process and with the best practices of the TIP process. Every two years, the County’s legislative
authority evaluates priority programming with criteria. Safety is an essential element of the priority array.
Annually, the County TIP identifies six-years of safety improvement projects. The County reports annually to the
legislative authority of completed projects and the funding types for the match and major sponsor. Currently, the
County pursues SRTS and WSTC funds for safety projects. HSIP, STP-TA, and STBG funds have been pursued for
federalized safety projects.
Annually, the County traffic investigator reviews every collision on County roads and either corroborates
enforcement report details or corrects and then submits data to the statewide information bank. This County
collision data is prepared in a kernel density map and uploaded into the traffic dashboard.
The WSTC Region 1 Safety Task Force will continue to discuss member plans and how they are consistent with
WSTC data and plan goals. The task force committee’s role is for encouragement and support and better
coordination with State Patrol. The members voluntarily participate in a WSTC audit once a year to review the
spending of WSTC operating funds.
When CRAB GIS-MO is operational and proofed, the Local Traffic Safety Plans can absorb more data variables to
suggest a systemic approach to priority projects. Currently the CRAB app “Mobility” has an unreliable traffic
safety reporting tool. Mobility will be replaced by GIS-MO in the next two years. Inventory features will also be
strengthened.
In the next two to three years, the County will experience many fish passage barrier removal and round-about
projects on State Highways. The County has been forewarned by WSDOT staff of construction detours to rural
local roads and minor collectors. A change in collision data will be reviewed related to additional ADT and lane
departures.
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Appendix Ahead
see next file document
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